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Wl“l)F Rl7.P()R'I' AND SEAS()l\‘ REVlF.\V l-Iv natt wright

The Freestyle Players Association made some vety
sietiilnxiiit strides this season. With the US Open allowing the
use ol all ll_vitig.' discs and the use ol the l7l‘.-\ jtttlgitig s) .\lL‘lII
we t‘ett;iitil} got some notoriety that has been lacking tlte last lew
)C;ll\'. 'l he exposure lactor ittct‘easctl ten lold and it's showing by the
Iltl|ltl\‘l' ol people tltat have become interested itt running lreestyle
events, 'l he number of participants seems to be increasing also and
its not so much new players as it is disc athletes from within ( i.c.
golfers and ultimate players.)

Fitst oi‘ all I would like to thattk all ol‘ those who attended and
supported tlte lst \\'l-‘[)FWorld Overall Disc Cltatnpionships. The
l-teestyle patticipation was particularly impressive considering the
lack ol‘ pri/e money tor this event. Tliank you for your conlidence and
support ol the Wl-‘l)l-'and The Wright Liliel L'nl‘ot1ttnately bad
weather lianipered the final day ol the event, but everyone was very
cooperative in the 2l(l_llt\'llllCl1L\' and the events were still highly
competitive. I atn only sorry more spectators did not get to see some
of the hot jamming that took place. I atn sure we would llLl\'t.‘» had
several thousand spectators outdoors judging from the llLlllll3Cl' we had
in the gytn. OI‘ course none of the problettts could have been
solved without the tremendous stall‘ that we had working for
us. A big hand should go out to all those who helped keep
things together when the pressure was on.

’I he Wl’l)l~(‘otigress was particularly ititet'estiti_.1 in lilui it as .l

setting that allowed us to hear the \ ieu s ol the other cottttt.‘ IC\ and
the other pl;t_\‘er :issoei;ttions that were represcttted. ’lhe end re~t:lt :~,

that lreestyle play is virtuall_v tiottexistetit in most other cotitilttop
but for the most part they would love to see play lllLlL“.t.\C in t?f'th'l' to
provide that avenue l1 tr spectators and lor interested but intiiiiidatcrl
players. The WFDF has a goal to revise its rule book by the years
end and that includes the. lreestyle portion \\ hich, at present, is laitly
inaccurate. S0 to coincide with the _t:oals of the WFDF, the l-‘l';\
shall produce, linally. their second competition \lantial in order to
update the worlds‘ understanding ol‘ l‘reest_\ le dive play and to

encotirage the event to he run at existittg totirnatnents.

I will he illlL‘lllllll_L' the (i.»\lSl’ cottgrcss itt (‘olorado Springs lll about
two weeks. This is an orgaiii/;ttioti for lntemattonal l*etlet';ittotts
(General Assembly for International Sports Federations). 'l he attettipt
here is to hecotne a nienther of this or-__'ani/ation in order to gain
credibility for all disc sports. Eventually the role ol‘ l‘ree.~.tyle could
become very itnportant. Surely, lreestyle will he lii~_;ltli<_;litetl as one

ol‘ the tnore spectator oriented and llanthoyantol the disc games.

Once again, as al\\a_vs, it is important now to e.\press your \'lC\\\on
the sport of freestyle disc play as we prepare to update and distrilwtite
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cont from page 1...
information throughout the world. Now more than ever our ideas on
the sport are being judged and criticized. The press that disc play in
general recicved in 1987 was overwhelming. Gary Adler and Amy
Beeken both appeared in Sports Illustrated in separate issues, both
were freestyling. Yet another issue of Sports Illustrated covered the
30th anniversary of the Frisbee. Games magazine recently covered the
US Open including an incredible shot of Chipper "bro " Bell doing a
flyingbad attitude. These were just a few of the instances that were
covered in a year where the Frisbee got loads of press and a new
beginning towards recognition as a "sport".

Summary By Tom Leitner

Setting: Fort Collins, Colorado
August 15, 16, 1987

Purpose: A meeting of the minds of American and
International Disc players to discuss key issues and align
on the course of action to be taken.

WFDF: Is an umbrella organization for disc sports on a
world wide scale. It has membershipfrom 21 countries.
International players use WFDF in deciding which
internationalevents they'llattend, which is apparent in to
numberof foreign players expected at the WFDF
Championships being held in Fort Collins August 17-23,
1987.

WFDF Goal: Is to becomea memberof the International
Sports Federation (ISF) which could mean a government
allotment of money towards involvement in Disc Sports
for many countries. Anothergoal of WFDF is to create a
tradition of it's championship becoming a major event and
have tournaments bid for it's title. Eventually,WFDF
could conceivablybecome "The" World Championships in
all events alleviatingthe old 3 World FreestyleTitle
Syndrome. Rules and records is a primary function of the
WFDF.
Issues Affecting Freestyle:
- Standardized Literature. This would give novices and
general public a good informationbase. Also a toumament
manual and perhaps a club pamphlet will be made
available.

-FPA Organization. Have FPA Regional Representatives
in addition to the Director. Possible results of this is to
have an extended library of videos, magazines, and several
literature dispersal centers.

-FPA's Governing Factors. What's the criteria for FPA
sanctioning an event? Should FPA back events thatdo not
meet it's criteria?

- Ideas. Create a partnership with the ProfessionalDisc
Golf Association (PDGA) and have Freestylecompetition
at major GolfTournaments and vice versa.

Editor's Note:

The FreestylePlayers Association Director, Bill Wright
has done a tremendousjob of furthering the sport of

,Freestyle. Not only is he the current acting FPA Director,
but he is Owner and Manager of Wright Life Sporting
Goods, does demonstrations, maintains a state-of-the-an
freestyleform, is happilymarried, puts on major
tournaments, assists the running of other tournaments and
puts out the Forum. And these are just the highlights. But
face it, you can only be so "Turbo". Soto take some of
the stress off of Bill, I've attempted to help him out bydoing all the grunt work associated withputting out the
"Forum". It is a bit more than I anticipated but I feel up to
the duty. So if you have been awaiting this issue for
awhile, my apologies. Hopefully thiswill benefitall
concerned. If you know me, you know that I've been part
of the Freestylescene since 1976 and am committed to it's
growth. If you don't know me, please introduce yourself
at a tournament or by letter or a phone call. The only way
we can see Freestyleand Disc Sports in general reach their
potential is by working together.

Skippy Jarnrner

Bilbs,
This is what I look like turning in the revenge of the son of
the return of "Skippy does the Forum super turbo deluxe
hold the mayo and no anchovies."

It's simple. Just add Mac and Viola instoissue!
Incredible, Awesome, Mind Boggling,Brain Torqueing
Fun.

Hope you're not insane from all the work you've done.
Tell Sid to learn to type.
Read over all those prearranged letters formed into pattern
in order to convey cerebral synapses for communicative
processes and alleviateall impulse disfunctions.

Translated: Read it and find mistakes.

It would of been out sooner but I had to jam in Sandy
Ego, Sweat in La Mirada, Lip Jam frenzy with
sweetheart, wave bye, bye as she departs for Fiji, Drink
Beer and laugh at Evan Furtado in Modesto, Not go to
Minneapolis, hang by my fingertips 900 feet above the
ground in Yosemite, lip jam frenzy with sweetheart upon
her return from Fiji. Drink more beer, jam incessantly,
watch every possible sports telecast and why do I get the
distinct feeling every time I send you a letter like this it getsprinted?

With Spin, Skippy   
MAIL INFORMATION AND PICTURES TO:

FREESTYLEPLAYERS ASSOCIATION
BOX 2412. FT. COLLINS, CO 80524



VOCABULARY UPDATE
By Skippy Jammer

Art‘ 'n Ari‘ Roll: A roll that goes up the arm, behind the head
and down the same arm.

Loeater: Same as above but done without looking.
Skid: Against the spin on the rim. A series of these moves is
called Skid Row.

Brain Hotel: Btb swoop btb skid to juice pull. Variations
include Brain Motel and the always scary Bates Motel.

Connecting the Nuerons or Nuerons: A specific one had
turnover. Example: (c) RH swooped inside and then tumed over.
Warning: May permanently comipt certain Cerebral impulses.
Gitis Twitch: The anticipated Gitis that's never quite there but
you want it so bad that you are forced into a state of uncontrollable
twitching.
Arvand: Originally a (cc) Rll outside in swoop to an Inverted
l-‘laiiiirigo Catch. Now also used to describe an Inverted Flamingo.
Juice: An against the spin pull rising Lll under LL pulling outside
in (c).

Flainiiiigoz Rll behind RL or LII behind LL with leg planted.
Osis: A reverse spinning catch. Example: Flamingosis is a
reverse spinning Flamingo.
Inverted Flamingo: Iland goes in front of leg instead of behind.

Phlaud: A cross body behind both legs catch. Variation: Flying
Plilaud.

Plilaerd: lland goes under and over same leg and catches the disc on
top of the thigh.
Sacrifcial: John Jewell‘s fully sick Flying Extraneous Cuff Beach
Move iiiio the oncoming wave. Warning: Should not be performed
near children or sharp objects.
Cull’: An angle change to correct a disc to a desired angle. Ustially
done with the top of the hand to make a steep disc llat for brushing
into the wind.

lixtrant-ous: A double leg Indigeneous. A cross body under both
legs catch with legs parallel to the ground.
The Ampliihiari: This rare and endangered move is as follows: (c)
RH under RL skid goes under LL and Juice skid pull with Lil under
RL and out LL.

The Vticaitioiiz A variation on the Scarecrow. It goes like this:
Wiiitlwzirtl set, run towards the disc, jump past and Scarecrow as you
go Ii)’. A xxeak jump or no jump is called the Weekeiitler.

(cl cluckspiii. (cc) t'(llllllt'l't‘iU('k spin.
iI.lll(i. RI. - right leg. lllh ~

I\’ll - right
liehind tlie liiick elt‘.

RESULTS 
World Indoor FreestyleChampionship
UC San Diego, California
March 28, 1987

This years World Indoor Championships continued to go through
changes. Bill Tulin stepped aside and Peter Laubert took over the
duties as the tournament director. This years sponsorship was by
PacificEyes and Tees of San Diego. Tournament prizes were in the
fonn of gift certificates. Despite the lack of true prize money, the
tourney had a very strong field accumulated. This is mostly due to
the fact that most of the top players in the sport live in the San
Diego area.

In the competition itself, Jim Schmall enjoyed a big day winning
both the Open division with Rick Castiglia and the Coop division
with Peter Laubertand Tom Leitner. Donny and Camille Rhodes
made a return to major competition by winning the highly
competitive Mixed division and placing 2nd in the Open. This was
only their second tournament to memory and the first time that
Donny has been to a major tournament since I980. Larry Imperiale
also made a return of sorts, taking third in the C(x)p division. Larry
has been injured for 3 years and despite the injury, played extremely
well.

This toumament has grown in popularity during it's 5 year history.
As long as San Diego remains the Freestylcrs Mecca this touniaiiieiit
will only improve. Another event of note was that this was the first
time that J iiii Scliiiiall's redesigned Presentation category was used.
It was met with positive response.

Open Coop Mixed
Castiglia/Schmall Schmall/Laubert/Leitricr Rhodes/Rhodes
Rhodes/Rhodes Hudoklin/Brooks/Bell Castiglia/Yabc
Jammer/Leitricr Iinperiale/Wallace/AndersonSchmall/Anderson
Schiller/Regalbutti Tom G./Ken/ Gary Schiller/Sample
Smits/Bell Zeff/Schiller//Regalbutti Ieitner/Rose
Hudoklin/Brooks Joel/Ron/Tony Garcia/Garcia

Note: John Jewell proved once again that he is still "King of the
Beach" on the Sunday after the toumament which is all day Saturday.
In the random jtun session he teamed up with Rick Castiglia and
Stacy Anderson to put on, without a doubt, the best routine of the
toumament. Jewell has never lost in a nindoin beachjam and htts
probably only lost once in any beach competition.

TIIE FPA IS FUNDED IN PART BY:
DISCPCFI PPOCIICCS6% 



U. S. Open
La Mirada, California
June 28, 1987

Once again the U.S. Open was a focal point for Freestyle. This year
however saw significant changes. For the first time in it's 5 year
history, the FreestyleCompetition was under the direction of the
FPA and it's judging system was also used for the first time as well.
This was also the first year that the toumament was non product
specific. The Presentation category was used for the second time and
was met with positive response. The category is still not perfect but
it seems to be a format that will be ustxl for years to come. The
main drawback it that it is best understood and utilized by experienced
judges.
The Competition was present in both quantity and quality. The Open
and Women's divisions had 36 learns combined. Open Competition
was threesomes only and Women's was pairs. Long gone are the
days when you could grab two partners a day before the competition
and jam your way into the finals. The Open Semi round saw some
major upsets and surprises as some top quality teams were ousted.
But in the end Team Bud Light emerged victorious as the solid play
of Joe Hudoklin, Chip Bell and John Brooks delighted the crowd and
the judges. Second place went to the team of John Jewell, Tom
Leitner and Skippy Jarnmer who were sponsored by SideoutSpoi1s.
This team used a full on go for it's style. Torn Leitner is fast
emerging as a premier freestyler. Third place went to the "New Rads"
which consist of Bill Wright, Rick Castiglia and Steve Hubbard.
Steve Hubbard has developed tremendously in the past year and his
exciting play has given fresh look to the sport. Fourth place was
"Team International Hein". John "Rapper" Houck, Danny Camemesi
and Peter Bowie played hard and clean and played well enough to win
most tournaments. New Zee-lander Peter Bowie put on a dazzling
display of skill and is a player to be reckoned with in the future.
Fifthplace went to the "Blasters" who had a rare oft" day. This
routine was significant in that both Jim Schmall and Deaton Mitchell
announced their retirement. Whether or not this holds to be true,
they will always be considered champions. In sixth place Greg
Hosfeld and Tim and Tom Salit made their first ever major
competition finals. Otherroutines of note were the Airheads team of
Tim Bratton, Jim Terhorst and Brian White and "Hcin Diego" team of
Donny Wallaceand recent transplants Dave Schillerand Joel Rogers.
The "Controllers" from Tacoma,Washington failed to make the
finals for the first time.

In the Women's Competition, Stacy Anderson and Carolyn Yabe
played beautifullyon the way to victory. Theresa Bogenhagen and
Kim Bakken used their smooth style to the fullest to slot into a
second place finish. Third place went to Wendy Coates and Mary
Jorgenson. Founh place went to Lon’ Garcia and Shela Montoya.

RESULTS

Open Women's
lst- Hudoklin/Bell/Brooks Anderson/Yabe
2nd-Jewell/Leitner/Jainmer Bogenhagen/Bakken
3rd-Wright/Castiglia/Hubbard Jorgenson/Coates
4th- Houck/Camemisi/Bowie Garcia/Montoya
5th- Schmall/Mitchell/Laubert
6th- I-Iosfeld/Salit/Salit

Freestyle Players Association World Championships
Sky of Ten Thousand Frisbee Tournament
Minneapolis, MN July 19, I987

Minneapolis was once again the site of the FPA World
Championships. However, for the first time in it's history prize
money was lackingand as a result so were many of the top
competitors. Highlights of the Tournament centered on the incredible
Joey Hudoklin. Joey won his 5th consecutive FPA Coop Title while
learning up with "Cra2y" John Brooks and Chip "Bro" I’-ell giving
Team Bud Light another major title. Joey teamed up with Crii/.y
John to win the Open pairs competition. Crazy John had one minor
flaw and Joey went dropless during the routine. Joey went dropless
in the Coop as well as making him dropless for the day, a first in the
history of FPA title tournaments. In the Mixed competition, Tlieresii
Bogenhagen and Andy Schark won their first FPA Titles. The
Women's Pairs Competition was won by Bogenhagen and Ann
Graves. Theresa Bogenhagen's Freestyle has developed tremendously
and has brought a much needed element to Women's Freestyle.
RESULTS

Open Pairs Coop
lst-Hudoklin/Brooks Hudoklin/Brooks/Bell
2nd-Bell/Coleman
3rd-Jennings/Mackey

Jennings/D Jewell/Smith

Mixed
Bogenhagen/Shrank

Womens
Bogenhagen/Graves

11th Annual Indian Summer
California State Championships
September26, 27, 1987
Sonoma State University
Rohnen Park, California

It happened! For ten years running this has been one of the
most prestigous of freestyle sites on the FPA tour. In the
traditional setting on the intennural fields at Sonoma State,
with the ever so forgiving breeze blowing from the South
West. The combinationof disc and footbag have proved to
be an excellent mix of friends and sport. On one side,
footbag champion Kenny Schultz continues his efforts to
become a mammothdisc competitor as well. On the partyside top points went again to Lynette Hunt followed
closely by Joan Amberg,HeatherGrey and Colorado's
Erin Scott. It just goes to show you, ya gotta play the
game all the way to the Brass Ass. Everybody was a
victim.
Open Mixed Womens

Jammer/beitner Castiglia/Curtis Curtis/rose
Zeff/Castiglia Leitner/rose Grey/Amberg
Laubert/Schiller Schiller/Grey Graves/Garcia
White/Terhorst Zeff/Amberg
Bratton/Dobson
Salit/Salit



Scottsdale, Arimna
October3, 4, 1987

The season ending event could just well be the shape of things to
come. The Shelly Sharpe Memorial event took place in Scottsdale,
Arizona.The tournament combined disc golf, MTA and freestyle.
Hopefully this combinationor similar ones wil help get those
crossover players back into the frcestyle seen. Over 100 golfers
attended the event and some of the best names too. Names like
Ahardt, Dunipace, Duvall, Htighes, Aman, Pierson, and Vingcrelli.
But the golf winner was a freestylerat heart, Crazy John Brooks
sliokcd the field with consistancy and determination. This isn't an
article on golf, but the hope is that tnore freestylers will start to golf
and more golfers will start to freestyle. Mike lltighes did a great job
running the Barecover sponsored event and it was great to see
freestyle as part of it. Dave Zeff walked away from the toumainent
with his l'ii'st tnajor title. Combining with Castiglia and a one drop
routine the team nanowly squcekcd by another good showing by
Wright and Hubbard. Castiglia has showed all season long why he is
to be considered one of the best. Winning nearly all of the mixed
pairs competitions and handing in dropless routines a good portion of
his playing time. He gets my vote for player of the Year!
Results

() pen Mixed
Castiglia/Zeff Castiglia/Anderson
Wright/Htibbard Hubbard/Yabe
Meyers/Marcus Schiller/Scott

LETTERS 
Hey Bill,

You are at a freestyle totunarncnt. Some skinny dude does a rad
catch...

Wow, what a keen catch! What was that?...awhat?....a fibrosis?

So... off you go to show a fellow jarnmer. But, when you
enthusiasticallyreport this to your seasoned friend, he infonns you
that its called a monster catch. Just then this guy from New York
comes up and demands that its a Shemingitis. Each party argues
their side and soon its a bloody entanglement that even Rambo would
try to weasle out of...
Sound familiar? Probably not. But there can be a lot of confusion
concerning the name of a move or combo these days.
The major contributing factor would have to be East-West coast
separation. Legend has it that in '79 a guy in Santa Cruz called his
new move a fibrosis. In 1980, or so Ed Sheninger from NY named it
after himself (Shemingitis). However the name that is most widely
recognized is the monster catch credited to Chipper Bell.
Anotherexample is a catch similar to the Bad Attitude but is wrapped
form the outside in. I thought I had invented it a couple of years ago
and I named it a raditude. Naturally, I was excited and started
showing it to people. It seemed like every other person 1 showed had
a different name for the move. I heard closet bad attitude, very bad
attitude, inverted bad attitude, good attitude and finally sickness.
(There are, no doubt, more out there)
The variety of names add a lot of color to our sport but do little to
alleviateconfusion. I guess we've all been guilty of aspiring to have
a uick named by (or better yet after) us.

The catch now known as a scarecrow was for many weeks on the cast
cost, called a "Krae" (named after a former world champ turned Disco
King, Krae Van Fickle.)
Oh sure, even I have found myself attempting to call one of my
inventions somethingwitty like a "Hososis" or a "l’elditude" only to
find out that it already has a name, thank you.

At the risk of making this read like a book rcport...Craig Sinioris
l’)00l( "Frisbee, Beyond Catch and Throw" is a good place to start.
This is by far the most esoteric of all flyingdisc manuals. E\Cll the
most accomplished freestylcr stands to leam something by reading
this book. This is however, not light reading. You can't just pick it
tip and start reading from the middle. You will drown in a sea of
jargon before you've finished 2 paragraphs. It's definitely a start to
finish book and aside from horrid form on a bad attitude picture and
incorrect had positioning of a staker throw, the book is tuiiazingly
comprehensive, covering everything from Air Bounce to Ape l‘actor.

The reason for this letter is that I would love to see the FPA coiiipile
some of the names of the moves and decide upon which name best
fits that particular move (I don't even propose to deal with combos at
this point) either by vote or ballot As Mark Simon stated, many of
our present moves have names that are more amusing than
descriptive.
I understand that juggles are now working on a written language for
their skills which deals more in pattems than extraneous motions and
positions. It is said to be fairly complicated and may take a year or so
to master.

I'm not looking to complicate matters but rather to sort out and
simplify for players and layman alike.

1 would like nothing better than to see Brent Musberger announcing
and describing (accurately)the combos at high level play.."Ladics and
Gentleman, Skippy Jammer has just pulled off a flawless Brain
Hotel"...hmmmm...

Gregg H.
(The Miniac)

Dear Greg,
Your point is well taken and I'm sure rcllects the view of many
freestylers. In my view the variety of names or moves is true
indication of the geographic isolation of players. I truly feel that as
an individual comes up with a move that is new to them they have
every right to call it what they want. However, they by no means
can expect that term to be the standardized temt for that move.
Example: in point: In 1976 a fellow Modesto mutant and myself
came up with a move we called the "F'lainedotz". Right had goes
inside, under and over the Right leg and ends up above the foot. In
1977, as we attended toimiaments we heard it called the "Grapevine",
the "Pretzel" and ironically the "Dwork". It was ironic becausea
Modesto Mutant showed the move to John Dwork who began to use
it heavily in hi repertoire. The point is that we invented, did it first
and introduced it in competition but could not expect our name to be
used as the standardized tenn. It is also true that Kevin Aiello of San
Francisco did a move he called Fibrosis in 1977. This is of course
that move thatChip Bell popularized in years to come. It seems to
me that the only way for terms to become standardized is to hear what
the top players call them. I've included a vocabulary list in this issue
but keep in mind that this is one persons perspective. SJ



.l 2 like to address some issues that have arisen and make some

my .st.ons that may help our sport and organi7ation in the future.

I; "l he future of freestyleplay lies in the ranks of the amateurs. I
feel that a category should be included in tournaments to
accommodate these individuals. Much talent at FPA toumey's seems
to unite from out of suite (the pros) while the local talent (the
Lllll.llt‘llrS) watch from the sidelines. While there is a lot to be gained
by watching a state-of-the-artjamming learn, I don't thinkthere is a
lot to be gained by competing head to head against one at fust. Such
teams are in a class by themselves and people who are just starting in
this sport can hardly be expected to seriously compete against them.
li\ett amateurs like to competitive. I feel that if the FPA made such
a Commitment to amateurs it may help to boost sagging
memberships. Please consider including this proposal in a future
FPA Forum Article in order to receive a player response one way or
another.

2) The FPA cotntnunicates to it's members through the Forum
about 2 times a year. This is fine butl feel a need for more
communication between the players themselves. A directory of
players in the FPA as mentioned in the Winter '85 issue of Forum
would be extremely valuable to all concerned. lnfonnation should
contain name, address, and telephone number. Then people
\’;lC'.lll()llingform state to state could contact each other with ease.
Sexeral years ago the P.D.G.A. published a directory of courses for
players to use. The FPA should b e able to do likewise with a list of
members who are into jamming. Such a directory would answer 2
of my questions regarding membership:

1. How many people are in the FPA in my state?
2. How many people are in the FPA total?

I would like to see a 2nd edition of the FPA Guideline book
published. Much has been developed since it's conception and while
it was a good start, there is a need for an updated, expanded edition.

I thought the idea expressed in Gene Ray's letter about the clinic type
workshops at FPA Toumey's was a real winner. Were any of these
tried and if so was response encouraging enough to include such an
activity in this seasons events? Once again, today's amateur is
tomorrow's pro.

One of the most alarming things to me is the non—existence of
toumaments in the S.E. U.S. It's just not feasible for some players
to travel great distances to see and or participate in FPA toumey's.
We had a dozen jammers (all from Georgia) at our Hacky Sack and
Frisbee Festival this year, all of whom would just love to be a part
of a freestyle toumey in the Atlanta area. I realize there has to be a
financial commitment from someone to cover expenses for prices.
Please send me sotne suggestions for soliciting such contributions
and any other specifics you feel may be helpful.
And finally, in regard to the FPA Forum:
I) Would it be possible to make the publication quarterly instead of
bi-annually?
2) How about the inclusion of a player profile article, or perhaps a
team profile? information could include: place of birth,past
toumey's won, hobbies other than jamming, how long the team or
lll(ll\ltill'.lihas been jamming, etc.
3) )()ften in articles I will see the name of a move or a photo of it

pl.i_\'er c.\eettlittg.' a lll(l\'C and want to know what it is. Please iittltttle

a brief explanation in such instances. Such information can only
help.
4) Many times I will be reading an article and will want to know
whose views are being expressed and am unable to find out because
no credit is given at to who wrote the article. Please include credit
where credit is due.
5) Are any old issues of the Forum still available?
6) Who is Skippy Jammer?
Thanks for listening to my opinions and I look forward to the next
issue of Forum and the coming season.

FreestyleForever
David McGee

Response to David McGee

Dear David,

You have brought up numerous issues which reflect the general
concerns of players everywhere. The most important of these is the
inclusion of an Amateur division in tournaments. Basically the
reason this is a rare occurance is because of the time restrictions
during a tournament. The organizer believes that it is less important
than some other event. This is unfortunate and short sighted. The
inclusion of an amateur division would do many things, among
them, closing the gap between the long time I’ro's and the beginning
player. It would also reinforce the amateurs desire to improve. The
sport of Freestyle is sorely lacking in terms of new players and that
is the primary reason. The recognition and importance of an amateur
division cannot be over emphasized. The main reason there are no
tournaments in the Southeast region is the lack of organizers there.
The FPA does not have a "porta—toumey" and cannot automatically
assure a sponsor where it would like. The FPA is behind these grass
roots toumaments 100% but there is only so much we can do. Also
if you need a list of all current FPA players it will be made available
to you.

SJ

FPA FALL FORUM
aireetor- billwright
ditor- skippy jammer
ontributors- tom leitner

greg hosfeld
david mcgee
holly wright

SPECIAL NOTE: There were two other events of major
significance thatdid not get reported. One in New York
City on frisbee hill produced by Stuart Osnow

.
The event

marked the first East Coast competition in quite awhile.
From all reports the contest was a tremendous success and
is planned again for 88‘. The other event without results in
this issue is the on going Northwest contest. Craig Burris
has kept the scene happening in Des Moines,
Washington for a good while and hopes to bring in more
bucks next season to attract the major talent. Rememberto
send any infomtation concerning freestyleevents no matter
how big or how small to: The FPA, P() Box 2412, Ft
tfollins, CO 80522.

 



NEXT ISSUE AND THINGS
TO THINKABOUT

The next edition of the Forum will be out sometime just
after the first of tlIe year. We need your help!

 
  
 
  
    
   
 

  
* It's time for the 1988 Tour Logo design. Please
send entries by the end of Januaxy. This time we want
lots to choose from. No matter how silly send em in.
Yes Craze that means you too.

* The 1988 World FPA Championships will be
held in Santa Barbara, July 22-24. Make your plans now
to attend. This promises to be the largest purse in
freestyle history. Keep in touch! ‘T

* Tournament directors get your dates in now for
the 88' season. Interest Is on the rise, so make sure you
secure the date you want.

* If you have any pictures from local players send em in.
We need information on your state and your favorite
jamming spot.
* Skippy wants your ideas on vocabulary for our sport.
Got a new move, let us know. '1}

ABOVE-THEBLURR Is BACK. BRANIGAN
SPINS To A SECOND PLACE I=INIsH AT TIIE
WFDF FREESTYLE FINALS IN FT coLLINs.

MIDDLE- sTEvE JENNINGS AND DAVE
JEWELL coop DURING A MINNEAPOLIS
coNrEsT AT LAKE NAKOMIS.

BOT'I'FOM- THE WFDF coNGREss
POUNDED THROUGH SOME BASIC IssuEs A'l
THEIR ANNUAL MEETINGS. SUPPORT IS
sTRoNG FOR THE WFDF IN EUROPE AND IS
GROWING THROUGH THE us. PLAYER
ORGANIZATIONS.

 




